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vuqokn % dqN iqufoZpkj*
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vuqokn dh varghu ;k=kk % vusd iM+ko] vusd iz'u
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jk"Vªh; ,drk ,oa vuqokn

+
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Link Language
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1- lkfgfR;d vuqokn ,oa jk"Vªh; ,drk %
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2- tulapkj ekè;eksa esa vuqokn ,oa jk"Vªh; ,drk %

Com-

munication
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3- oSKkfud&rduhdh vuqokn ,oa jk"Vªh; ,drk % 
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4- okf.kfT;d vuqokn ,oaa jk"Vªh; ,drk %
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5- Hkk"kk f'k{k.k esa vuqokn ,oa jk"Vªh; ,drk %
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6- lkekftd&lakLÑfrd vuqokn ,oa jk"Vªh; ,drk %
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lanHkZ
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MkW- nsosanz dqekj nsos'k
vuqokn ds fl)kar % ik'pkR; n`f"Vdks.k
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Tranformational Grammar
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lanHkZ
Do not worry about rendering word for word, faithful translator, but render
sense for sence. –Flaccus Quintus Horatius, quoted from Translation/
History/Culture, edited by Andre Lefevere, 1992, p. 15.

(1) The Translator must fully understand the sense and meaning of the
original author, although he is at liberty to clarify obscurities. (2) The
translater should have a perfect knowledge of both SL and TL. (3) The
translator sould avoid word for word renderings. (4) The Translator should
use forms of speech in common use. (5) The translator should choose
and order of words appropriately to produce the correct tone. Quoted
from Translation Studies. McGuire Susan Bassnett, p. 54.

(1) The translation should give a complete transcript of the ideas of
the original work, (2) The style and manner of writing should be of the
same character as that of the original, and (3) The translation should
have all the ease of the original composition. 

What translation theory does is, first, to identify and define a translation
problem (no problem-no translation theory!); second, to indicate all the
factors that have to be taken into account in solving the problem; third,
to list all the posible translation procedures; finally, to recommend the
most suitable translation procedure, plus the appropriate translation.
A textbook of Translation, Peter Newmark, 1988, p. 9.
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vuqokn ds midj.k

(blue tooth)

(device)

(LSRW)
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¼1½ ckSf)d midj.k %

¼d½ vuqoknd % 

Translation and Translating

(i) O;kdj.kijd % 

(ii) lekt Hkk"kkfoKkuijd % 

(iii) ckrphrijd % 

(iv) rduhdh n{krk % 
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¼[k½ fo"k; fo'ks"kK % 

¼x½ cgqHkk"kkfon~ % 

¼?k½ iqujh{kd % 

¼2½ HkkSfrd midj.k %
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¼d½ dks'k&xzaFk % 

(Thesaurus)
(Encyclopedia)

post
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Comprehensive English-Hindi Dictionary
Websters Third New International Dictionary
The Random House Dictionary of the Englhish Language
The Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary
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The New Webster Encyclopeida Dictionary of English Language
¼[k½ O;kdj.k xzaFk % 

¼x½ lanHkZ xzaFk % 

¼?k½ Hkk"kkfoKku xzaFk % 

Rama killed a tiger A tiger killed Rama

¼3½ ;kaf=kd midj.k
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(Computrer-Aided Translation – CAT)

¼d½ daI;wVj vuqokn % 

IBM-Mark-II

(i)

(Human aided machine translation) (ii) 

(Machine-aided human translation)

(Algorithm) (formulas)

(Machine Translation)

(Mantra MachiNe assisted Translation

tool)
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¼[k½ vkWuykbu vuqokn % 

http://www.translate.ru, http://babelfish.yahoo.

com/; http://www.foreignword.com/

(Google)

1- ewy % There is no well here.

e'khuh vuqokn % 
2- ewy % These women are going to the well to fetch water.

e'khuh vuqokn % 

3- ewy % The girl sings well.

e'khuh vuqokn %

¼x½ vkWuykbu 'kCndks'k % 

1. http://www.shabdakosh.com/
2. http://www.hindkhoj.com/
3. http://www.google.com/translate-dict
4. http://www.cfilt.iiitf.ac.in/
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yksdksfDr;ksa vkSj eqgkojksa dk vuqokn

"A

proverb is the wit of one and wisdom of many."
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Example is better than precept.

One fish infects the whole water

A nine day's wonder.

A bad workman quarrels with his tools
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As is mother, so is daughter.

While in Rome do as Romans do.

To attain goal at the cost of death

A scruplous is always a looser

Regard can not be achieved forcefully

Neither in trouble nor in happiness.

When the buffaloes fight crops suffer.

Misfortune never comes alone.

Man's worth is known after his death

Boiling milk, the blood of youth.

Where there are resources, there are no sources.
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A burnt child dreads the fire.

wounds may omit but not the words.

It takes two to make a quarrel.

A man without ideals.

A drop in the ocean.

Coming events cast their shadows before.

Many a little makes a mickle.

Might is right.

Respect begets respect.

Something is better than nothing.
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vaxzsth yksdksfDr fganh vuqokn
A

A confused ruler a chaotic state
A helpless man's only support
A cry in wilderness
A man's worth is known after his
death
A paragon of beauty
A foe in the garb of friend
A long way off
At throw away prices
A Cheating play never thrives
A thing of recent past
A good word costs nothing
A nine day's wonder
As long as there's life,
there's hope
A silk patch on rag
A companion in sorrow and joy
A rift appeared between the hearts
A rolling stone gathers no moss
At death's door
A bad man is better than a bad name
A robber in the garb of a saint
Agony both ways
As you sow, so shall you reap

B
Bear and for bear is good
Blind imitator
Between the scylla and charybdis
Blood is thicker than water
Biscuit of ground pulse fired in oil
Better be alone than in bad company
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Blossoming of the heart bud
Beggers and borrowers are not
choosers
By leaps and bounds
Barking dogs seldom bite
Birds of same feather flock togather
Black will take no other hue

C
Carrying coal to newcastle
Can you teach old woman to dance
Children and fools tell the truth
Contentment is happiness
Curst coms have short horns
Cut your coat according to your cloth
Coming events caste their
shadows before

D
Dew has begun falling
Dread and affection never
exist together
Discretion between right and wrong
Do not halloo till you are out of wood

Dry bread at home is better than
sweet meat abroad
Diet curses more than doctors

E
Every potter praises his pot
Empty vessels sound much
Everyone must stand on his own legs
Earth enjoys and heaven combines
Easier said than done
Everyone knows his interest best
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Everything looks yellow  to a
jaundiced eye
Example is better than precept

F
First deserve than desire
Fickle-minded person
Falling of heavens
Fetters even of gold are heavy

G
Great cry, little wool
Getting grey without acquiring
experience and wisdom
Gather thistles and expect pickles

God's will be done
H

Hovering around of a crisis
Honey is not for the ass's mouth
Here you will not be able to
achieve your end
Henpacked husband
Harrassed by time

I
In a state of stupefaction
Irony of fate
If the sky falls we will catch larks
Ill got, ill spent
It is better late than never
It is useless to cry over spilt milk

Innocents have nothing to fear
J

Jack of all trades but master of none
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Jovial days

Judicious thinking

Killing two birds with one stone

Kindness is lost upon an

ungrateful man

Knowledge is superior to all

Knowledge predominates over

mere strength
L

Lion in peace, deer in war

Light reflects light

Like master like subjects

Look before you leap

Loose character

Let bygones be bygones

Might is right

Man proposes, God disposes

Misfortune never come alone

Misfortune prevails from the very

beginning

Mischievious

Many aspirant for one thing

Many a little makes a mickle
N

Nearer the church fartherer from
heaven
Not to budge an inch

Neither fish nor fowl

No-rose without a thorn

No pains, no gains
O

Out of sight, out of mind
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One better than ever
One fish infects the whole water

Out of the frying pan into fire
Old is gold
On the verge of starvation
One swallow does not make a
summer
Of no consequence

P
Prevention is better than cure
Poverty breeds strife
Pennywise, pound foolish
Pure gold does not fear the flame
Place acid fruit and salt together
Pough protrudes itself in front of
the ox

Q
Quarter worth very and three
quarters to carry
Question of daily bread
Quit not certainty for hope

R
Respect begets respect
Rome was not built in a day
Resolute in pursuit
Risen from the ranks must turn
into crank's
Riches have wings
Recovery of honour

S
Silence is golden
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Slowly and steadily wins the race
Struck by misfortune
Singing all the days and going to
Church on Sundays
See which way the wind blows
Small cost and big show
Strike the iron when it is hot
Something is better than nothing
Self praise is no recommendation

Steal a goose and give giblets in
alms

T
Tit for tat
To invite trouble
To be struck by a calamity
To fall from frying pan into fire
To Cherish a serpent in ones boosom
To exploit more and even more
To fight incessantly
Two of a trade connot agree

To talk of chalk and to hear of cheese
To turn a deaf ear to
To speak out bitter truth
To be ruefully ashamed
To torment someone openly
To add to one's agony
To make much ado about nothing
To have all round experience
To leave no stone unturned
To be between scylla and charybdis
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To make an all out efforts
To make life miserable
To live on earth and dream of heaven

To be dark days
To be very slow in movement

U
Unshaken trust
Union is strength
Unity in diversity

V
Vows made in storm are
forgotten in calm
Varying qualities

W
Where there is a will, there is a way
What is the root of discontent
Wits have gone for grazing
Who, the hell is that
What is inscribed can't be omitted
Well begun is half done
Wearies lead no where
Worthy son of a worthy father
Word is sufficient for a wise
Who will bell the cat
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foKkiu eas vuqokn dk egRo
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shopping village

energy saving, readymade

You can not just beat a bajaj

lkekU;

izLrkfor
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Dr. Sumita P.V.

Post Colonial Translation :
A Critical Analysis

Historically if we analyze, the development of colonialism is the mimesis
of the industrial revolution. The western colonizer has deliberately tried to
pervade their culture in the colonized nation. Colonialism, involves the
destruction or the deliberate undervaluing of the people culture, their art,
dances, religion, history, geography, education, orature, literature and
conscious elevation of the colonizer. The domination of the people language
by the language of the colonizing nation was crucial to the domination of
the mental universe of the colonized. It is very clear that the colonialism
has its own agenda in the enculturisation process. They want to rein the
mental world of the colonized. Roxy Haris in his book titled ‘Language Ethnicity
and Reader’ clearly remarked about the conspiracy of the colonizer. In his
words – "Colonialism impose its control of the social production of wealth
through the military conquest and political dictatorship, but its important
area of domination was the mental universe of the colonized; the control
through culture how people perceived themselves and the relationship to the
world. Economic and political control can never be complete without mental
control."1 The observation clearly predicts the selfish motives of the colonial
mentality. This can be seen in the educational policy of the western colonizer
too. ‘Macaulay declared that we want a class of person Indian in blood and
colour but English in taste, in moral and in intellact."2 He suggested all funds
henceforth be employed in imparting the native population a knowledge of
English literature and science through English language. In order to fulfill
the business motives of the colonizer they decided to translate the specific
text into the regional languages of the nation and to establish educational
institutions and press. They primarily lay stress on the translation of Bible
and dramas of great Shakespear and the poetry of great Milton. The plethora
of translation from the western languages completely geared around the
cultural halo of western culture.
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The post colonial translation has paved way to the unification of oriental
and decidental cultural fibers. They assisted a lot in the booming of modern
sensibility in Indians. Hans Kohn and his colleagues  feel the necessity
of this kind of fertilization of the variegated cultures of the world for the purpose
of unity of mankind. In his own words "Individual grow and develop spirtually
and morally by contact the same holds true of the nation and civilization
in the primitive stage people live as strictly separated entities. They jealously
guard their own civilization, their original traditions protecting them from the
alien influences. But with the progress of the history, barriers give way to
growing cross fertilization of civilization, meeting the challenges of other
culture, their diversity, their own and liberate it from limiting shackles by
assimilating and adapting outside influences often in a complex give and
take process. The more open society grows further, it advances towards
unity of mankind."3 The cultural fertilization has created  a kind of hegemony
of the alien languages over the indigenous vernacular languages of this land.
According of the Marxist view if there is a thesis there should be an antithesis.
And quite naturally synthesis will occur. The Indian renaissance is the typical
example for the rejuvenation of the philosophical grandeur of our land. According
to Ayyappa Paniker a very striking feature of the 19th century renaissance
in India was the note of nationalism.4 It pervaded every sphere of activity
including the religions. The translation has played a vital role in the resurgence
of such noble feelings. The great social reformer of 19th century Raja Ram
Mohan Roy hence initially wrote a book titled ‘Vedantasaar’ and later it
translated it into English as ‘Abridgement of Vedanta’ exhibits the human
tendency to take rest in the sanctum of hoary past.

The post colonial translation definitely instilled the new ideals of freedom,
equality and fraternity. The English education in India was candidly helpful
and that assisted the erudiated class to make acquaintance with the great
ideals of French revolution and so on. The Sanskrit translation also assisted
the Indians to understand the glory and the depth of the Indian philosophy
to a greater extend. The translations of Sanskrit classics like Puranas,
Bhagavad Gita, Upanishads and the classical works of Kalidasa created
a new awareness and brought enlightenment in the minds of Indians. The
arrival of modernism is also the aftermath of the post colonial cultural evolution
and translation has played a significant role in molding the human psyche
towards this direction and the same is really addresses the basic human
worries and hues. The reformers and social readers tried to enter into the
world of human. They tried to depict the harsh realities of the society in
general. In addition to that the great classics of the western literature had
been translated in profuse and they had created noble icons in the Indian
minds. It is true that the works of Victor Hugo, Dostoevsky has created
in generating a new sensibility among Indians.

The language is generally treated as the medium of communication.
The enrichment of the language is purely based on the acceptability of
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vocabulary from the different languages. Translation in the post colonial era
has directly and indirectly enriched the kernel of the language. It is true
that translation brings a new language system in the target language that
carries the variegated cultural layers to the target language. The acquaintance
with the new science and technology has also enriched the Indian languages
to a certain extend. The acceptance of foreign words is not contary to the
development of our languages. My opinion is that the adoption of the foreign
works should be made strictly by considering the genius and nature of the
language. The expressive power of the language is definitely based on the
abundance of words, phrases and other ingredients of the language. There
are no superior and inferior languages in the world. But the post colonial
translation has inserted a kind of slavery mentality in the minds of Indians
that the English language is complete in all respect and they feel that the
English culture is the high culture. Otto Jesperson has strikingly made
remarkable comments on this odd aspects and he said that it is difficult
for an English man die without Scandinavian words.

The translation of post colonial period have created awareness among
Indians about the various ideological perspectives of the 19th and 20th century.
After the Russian revolution, Soviet literature were translated in huge amount
and they caused to generate the various concepts of Marxian ideology. The
translation from the other languages and other countries is helpful in the
comprehension of different life situations of the peoples around the world.

In the neo-liberal scenario the translation has also became a profession
and the activity is also established a nexus with the capital flow of the present
economic system. We know that neo-liberalism is based on the open market
and in other terms it is the culture of the money. The value of the creative
literature is also based on the amount of profit that creates in the market
based economy. The human sensibility has no remarkable place in the creative
process and the neo-libralistic views have lost the human vivacity to a certain
extent. The politics and economy of the present translation cannot be
neglected in true sense. The online translations and other media translations
have its own hidden motives of profit making. It is true that we should defense
the anti-human and anti-social elements in the field of literary translation.
I want to conclude that the cultural enhancement is naturally possible when
it attaches its relationship with the development of human mind.
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vuqokn dh jktuhfr vkSj vuqokn&deZ
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evocative meaning
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lanHkZ
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mPp f'k{kk eas fganh ek/;e vkSj fganh vuqokn
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Public works Department

Grievance
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xhrkatfy vuqokn % Bkdqj cuke VSxksj
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"Indeed, when he is speaking of children, so much a part of himself this
quality seems one is not certain that he is not also speaking of the saints;
they build their houses with sand and they play with empty shells. With
withered leaves they weave their boats and smilingly float them on the vast
deep. Children have their play on the seashore of worlds. They know not
how to swim, they know not how to cast nets. Pearl Fishers dive for pearls,
merchants sail in their ships, while children gather pebbles and scatter them
again. They seek not for hidden treasures, they know not how to cast nets".
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Foreign Incarnation
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lanHkZ

'Collection

of prose translations made by the author from the original Bengali'.

My translations are frankly prose, my aim is to make them simple with
just a suggestion of rhythm to give them a touch of lyric avoiding all
archaisms and oriental conventions". Imperfect Accounts (ed.) Mery
M. Lago, 1972, p. 195

Men and Memories (1900-1922), William Rothenstien, p.301

Politics of Translation
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rsyqxq x| dkO; ^fo'oaHkjk* dk
fganh vuqokn % ,d ewY;kadu
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^fo'oaHkjk* % ,d ifjp;
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^fo'oaHkjk* dk vuqokn
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'kCn&foèkku ds Lrj ij ewY;kadu % 
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:i&fo/kku dk lanHkZ % 
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okD;&jpuk ds fud"k ij % 
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izksfDrijd ewY;kadu % 

Hkko&;kstuk % 
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f'kYixr rRoksa ds vk/kkj ij ewY;kadu % 
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^Q+k;j vkWu n ekmaVsu* % vuqokn dh n`f"V ls
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Darling, I am growing old
Silver threads among the gold...  (p. 123)

But neither Ramlal or Ila Das... Some

distain (page 119)

 

Heartless Blitheness

(Typhoid), 
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(Aggressive Assurance),  (When

a woman lives alone), (Convocation), (Approved),

(Pray), (Dear God), (Memories), 

(Horrors of that afternoon), (Singular

Deformity)

Dear God

when a woman lives alone  

When a Woman

lives alone – 

Memories 

Memories

Memory 

Horrors of that afternoon (That afternoon)

Typhoid 
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Singular Deformity 

How can ye chart, ye little birds
And I sae eary fu'eary (p. 29)
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I don't care – I don't care – I don't care for anything

(p. 89) 

You are my sunshine
My only sunshine
You make ha pee (p. 77)

'My only sunshine'  

'Only my sunshine' 

'My only sunshine'

Sunshine Sunshine
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Discharge Duties 



lanHkZ

Critical Responses to Anita Desai, Vol. II, edited by Shubha Tiwari,
p. 272
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fganh dkO;kuqokn

d'ehj dh vkfn dof;=kh yy|n ds
dqN yksdfiz; inksa dk Hkkokuqokn
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J)katfy

vuqoknd MkW- vkbZ- ikaMqjaxjko
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ewy %

rsyqxq vuqokn %

ewy %

rsyqxq vuqokn %
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dkrkyu dgkuh

xqykch vkblØhe
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ewy ejkBh dfork

dq.kh lkaxkoa
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fganh vuqokn

dkSu tkus---
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ewy ejkBh dfork

[kwi fnol >kÆa vla vkrwu i=k fygwu
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fganh vuqokn

cgqr fnu gq, Hkhrj ls i=k fy[kdj---
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